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the following sections describe the security vulnerabilities that
this critical patch update resolves in oracle database. for

information about the vulnerabilities addressed, refer to the
common vulnerability scoring system (cvss) score for each

vulnerability in the risk assessment section. for more information
about the cvss, visit . support for the oracle database standard
edition and oracle database advanced edition products is no

longer available. oracle database advanced edition is no longer
supported and oracle database standard edition is supported

only with patch availability and patching methodology provided
by oracle. for further information about the oracle database

patch availability and patching methodology, refer to the oracle
database patch availability and support policy in my oracle
support note 209768.1. if you already have a valid oracle
database advanced edition license, please read the oracle

database advanced edition enterprise edition support policy in
my oracle support note 209768.1 to understand the support
policy for your product. if you are a customer with an oracle

database advanced edition enterprise edition license, your oracle
database advanced edition enterprise edition license will be valid

for the oracle database standard edition patch availability and
patching methodology until the support policy is changed. for
more information about the support policy, please review my

oracle support note 209768.1. the patches required to be applied
to an oracle database advanced edition are cumulative. for

example, a patch released to address a vulnerability in an oracle
database advanced edition product will also be included in all

future oracle database advanced edition patches.
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oracle provides recognition to people that have contributed to our on-line
presence security program (see faq ). people are recognized for contributions
relating to oracle's on-line presence if they provide information, observations
or suggestions pertaining to security-related issues that result in significant
modification to oracle's on-line external-facing systems. this critical patch

update contains 12 new security fixes for oracle solaris operating system. 6 of
these vulnerabilities may be remotely exploitable without authentication, i.e.,

may be exploited over a network without the need for a username and
password. the english text form of this risk matrix can be found here. this

critical patch update contains 12 new security fixes for the oracle net services,
oracle secure backup, oracle content packaging, oracle communications,

oracle weblogic server, oracle jdeveloper, oracle java platform, oracle
coherence and oracle database products. all of these products are affected by

the vulnerabilities described in the "oracle database vulnerabilities -
september 2012" risk matrix. this critical patch update contains 12 new

security fixes for oracle java development kit (jdk) 7. most of these
vulnerabilities are remotely exploitable without authentication, i.e., may be

exploited over a network without the need for a username and password. this
critical patch update contains 24 new security fixes for a variety of oracle
products. 21 of these newly fixed security vulnerabilities may be remotely
exploitable without authentication, i.e., may be exploited over a network to

which that product is connected or over the internet. the patched versions of
oracle database, oracle fusion middleware, oracle enterprise manager grid
control, oracle e-business suite applications, jd edwards enterpriseone, jd

edwards oneworld tools, peoplesoft enterprise portal applications, peoplesoft
enterprise peopletools, siebel enterprise, industry applications, flexcube,

primavera and oracle vm patches are cumulative. in other words, patches for
any of these products included in a critical patch update will include all fixes

for that product from the previous critical patch updates. 5ec8ef588b
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